Abstract-Temperature forecasting and rain forecasting in today's environment is playing a major role in many fields like transportation, tour planning and agriculture. The purpose of this paper is to provide a real time forecasting to the user according to their current position and requirement.
I. INTRODUCTION
Forecasting the temperature and rain on a particular day and date is the main aim of this paper. In the paper we forecast rain and temperature for Europe; year up to 2051 and also we forecast temperature of world; year up to 2100.Our paper is aimed to provide real time weather forecast service at finest granularity level with recommendations. We grab user's location (longitude, latitude) using GPS data service whenever user requests for our services. Our system will process the users query and will mine the data from our repository to draw appropriate results. Users will be provided with recommendations also and that is the key facility of our service. Personalized forecast is generated for each individual user based on their location.
II. SCOPES
The project mainly focuses on forecasting weather conditions using historical data. This can be done by extracting knowledge from this given data by using techniques such as association, pattern recognition, nearest neighbor etc. 
IV. PROCESS DETAILS:
The process we have briefed in earlier section can be depicted pictorially and which is self-explanatory.
We can divide our process in two modules namely: For the part of the implementation, on which your project focused most, which algorithms you implemented or used and if any modifications were needed to those algorithms or if you did some initial preprocessing, discuss here For the other phases of data mining, discuss briey. E.g., if you focused most on visualization, you can talk about: which data (Example: downloaded from some website put the URL here; did some survey, then talk about how you did the survey etc) collection approach was used in the project?
C. Recommendation
 Extract the location of the user  Extract the destination of the user  And then recommend the best path according to the conditions. (As shown in figure 1)
V. TECHNICAL SKILLS
We haven't implemented software for clustering and visualization our self, we have used WEKA and NOAA for this purpose. We have faced some problems to work with these tools and eventually solved them on our own. VI. SOME SNAPSHOTS: www.ijacsa.thesai.org  WEKA was crashing initially for large data set.
 We resolved this issue by increasing heap size of WEKA.
 Since WEKA doesn't support netcdf format. We had to convert our data to .CSV format.
 We have written code in C++ to convert data from .NC to .CSV. 
